Parks, Places and Spaces Pricing

Yearly Payment Plan

**Bronze Package**

$2,299

**BRONZE RENEWALS**
START AT $1,656

This basic package is affordable and provides lots of comprehensive options, but is not customizable.

**FIELD AGENT**
Select one of our Existing Field Agents

**MAP**
High-resolution premium Google Map

**CHALLENGES**
15 Challenges

**BRONZE METRICS**
Total number of users, average monthly users, and user distribution

**PROMO MATERIALS**
To boost your Mission

**Silver Package**

$3,399

**SILVER RENEWALS**
START AT $2,171

Next level sleuthing starts here. Create customizable aspects for your Mission.

**FIELD AGENT**
Customize an existing Field Agent with up to 3 modifications (e.g. a hat, shirt and a backpack!)

**MAP**
Enhance your high-resolution premium Google Map with custom trails, signs and landmarks

**CHALLENGES**
20 Challenges

**SILVER METRICS**
Bronze metrics plus age/gender distribution, time spent and distance walked

**CUSTOMIZED PROMO MATERIALS**
With your Mission information in 8.5 x 11 or 11 x 17

**Gold Package**

$6,999

**GOLD RENEWALS**
START AT $2,329

Full control of your player experiences through maximum customization for your Mission.

**FIELD AGENT**
Create a brand new custom Field Agent or fully customize an existing one

**MAP**
Fully customized map art with landmarks, trails, signs and more

**CHALLENGES**
30 Challenges

**ENHANCED GOLD METRICS**
Silver metrics plus Challenge statistics and player statistics

**CUSTOMIZED PROMO MATERIALS**
With your Mission information, custom sizes of your choice
Monthly Payment Plan

Bronze Package

$299

*There is a 3 month minimum on Monthly plans.

This basic package is affordable and provides lots of comprehensive options, but is not customizable.

FIELD AGENT
Select one of our Existing Field Agents

MAP
High-resolution premium Google Map

CHALLENGES
15 Challenges

BRONZE METRICS
Total number of users, average monthly users, and user distribution

PROMO MATERIALS
To boost your Mission

Silver Package

$399

*There is a 3 month minimum on Monthly plans.

Next level sleuthing starts here. Create customizable aspects for your Mission.

FIELD AGENT
Customize an existing Field Agent with up to 3 modifications (e.g. a hat, shirt and a backpack)

MAP
Enhance your high-resolution premium Google Map with custom trails, signs and landmarks

CHALLENGES
20 Challenges

SILVER METRICS
Bronze metrics plus age/gender distribution, time spent and distance walked

CUSTOMIZED PROMO MATERIALS
With your Mission information in 8.5 x 11 or 11 x 17

Gold Package

$699

*There is a 3 month minimum on Monthly plans.

Full control of your player experiences through maximum customization for your Mission.

FIELD AGENT
Create a brand new custom Field Agent or fully customize an existing one

MAP
Fully customized map art with landmarks, trails, signs and more

CHALLENGES
30 Challenges

ENHANCED GOLD METRICS
Silver metrics plus Challenge statistics and player statistics

CUSTOMIZED PROMO MATERIALS
With your Mission information, custom sizes of your choice

Image Recognition Triggered Challenges are now available. If you would like to explore this option further, please speak to one of our Customer Success Representatives.

*Agents of Discovery licenses must be activated within 90 days of purchase.

*We offer 10% off for 501(c)(3) organizations (US) and registered charities (all other countries).
Field Agent on-site Cut-outs available for order! Contact us for more information

All Packages Include

- One year of unlimited Mission Maker Access
- Unlimited edits of your content
- Comprehensive customer support from support@agentsofdiscovery.com

Want to add extra Challenges to your Mission? Contact us for inquiries

What are Challenges?

Every Mission is made up of Challenges. Challenges are questions which are location-based and safely placed wherever the Mission Manager chooses. There is a variety of types (AR Picker, Image 50/50, Sound Matcher, and others). Challenges also include Pre-Challenge information and Post-Challenge information to extend/enhance the players’ learning experiences.

What is a Mission?

Different “Missions” (or “games”) are published to the Agents of Discovery mobile app. These are created by Agents of Discovery “Mission Managers” and are specific to their site (e.g. a park, museum, or similar). Once players are physically present at a participating location (e.g. Griffith Park in Los Angeles), they can play the Mission. Each Mission consists of a map of the location, a Field Agent to guide players, location-based “Challenges” (or “questions”) and rewards. Players unlock and solve the Challenges through exploration of the site.